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WHO ARE YOU?
THE ART OF SHARY BOYLE
Last month, Shary Boyle’s bold exhibition Outside the Palace of Me
opened at Toronto’s Gardiner Museum. The Art Canada Institute
published the book that accompanies the show, featuring unforgettable
works that offer a commentary on identity in the early twenty-first
century and reflections on how, through a reconsideration of our actions,
we may achieve a more just, joyous, and tolerant future.

Cover of Outside the Palace of Me by
Shary Boyle (Art Canada Institute, 2021).

Shary Boyle in her studio, 2017,
photograph by Marc Deguerre.

Two decades ago, the prodigiously talented Toronto-born
Shary Boyle (b.1972) burst onto the international art scene
with her extraordinary take on decorative porcelain
figurines that subverted prettiness and kitsch to foreground
sexuality and the uncanny. Boyle’s brilliant work led her to
represent Canada at the 2013 Venice Biennale—considered
the pinnacle of international recognition in the art world. The
exhibition Outside the Palace of Me is her first solo museum
project in Canada since then, including sculptures, animatronics, puppetry, and
drawings. Before arriving at the Gardiner Museum, Outside the Palace of Me
started its tour at The Rooms in St. John’s, Newfoundland. In the months ahead,
the exhibition will travel to the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts as well as the
Vancouver Art Gallery. The Art Canada Institute is the proud publisher of the
magnificent artist’s book that accompanies the exhibition, and in this week’s
newsletter I offer my own interpretation of a selection of the works. In my view
Boyle is raising profound questions concerning who we are and what is our
complicity in societal forces of ill—including racism, environmental destruction,
and misogyny. With deft skill and artful intelligence, she spotlights how we
perceive and perform our identities.
Sara Angel
Founder and Executive Director, Art Canada Institute

THE SCULPTOR

Shary Boyle, The Sculptor, 2019, Courtesy the artist.

Are we all the sculptors of ourselves? Boyle asks this question with a work made
to look like a composition in progress. The sculpture pairs a large clay head
missing its body with a tiny porcelain figure lacking its head. The small sculptor
scratches blindly, marring the smooth surface of the terracotta face. Only half
of the head has been carved into discernible features, while the rest remains
unfinished. The figure grasps toward the unknown, creating a sense of mystery
and reflecting the uncertainty of moving through the world.

BUY MY IMAGE (JOHN TAYLOR/
MARY ANNE TALBOT)

Shary Boyle, Buy My Image (John Taylor/Mary Anne Talbot), 2019, Courtesy the artist.

With this work, Boyle considers how we use representations of other people in
order to better understand our own identities. The image-seller depicted here
has small miniature sculptures of a range of human personalities on offer.
He himself resembles a real historical figure named John Taylor, who was born
Mary Anne Talbot in eighteenth-century London and presented as male from the
age of fourteen. This figurine is based on a popular style of ceramic décor known
as the Staffordshire flatback, made in England in the nineteenth century and
ubiquitous on mantelpieces ever since. The collectible, mass-market objects—
which were known at the time as “images”—depicted the everyday activities
of working-class people and were sold on street corners, like newspapers. Boyle
writes, “Every time I see an image of a human figure, I ask myself: Who was the
author of this image, and what is it intending to communicate?”

THE POTTER II

Shary Boyle, The Potter II, 2019, Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.

The Potter II, 2019, presents a seated, headless figure made of terra cotta (baked
earth). The appearance of the red clay is uneven like soil, the body seems made
of the ground it sits on. Balanced precariously between the potter’s arms is
a tall stack of diverse, exquisitely crafted pots. In decoration and form, they
represent classic and ancient vessels from China, Ghana, France, Greece and
Peru. The pots are stand-ins for the figure’s head, suggesting the fusion of
cultural influences that create any given identity. In the history of ceramics, style
and technology traveled swiftly between borders, but its origins can always be
traced back to baked earth—the clay of the people.

THE SYBARITES

Shary Boyle, views of The Sybarites, 2020, Courtesy the artist.

The Sybarites, 2020, consider the idea that our identities are shaped by the
objects we own and the clothes we wear, and how this notion distracts us from
the steep costs of consumption, whether it be the destruction of the environment
or the exploitation of workers. In Boyle’s sculpture, three porcelain figures
lean against a marbled fountain, streams of silver bubbling behind them and
flowing over their heads. They are dressed in elaborate, expensive clothing,
and one holds a hawk wearing a hood that renders it blind. In this sculpture,
Boyle has referenced disparate historical sources, including the Latona Fountain
at Versailles—the French palace infamous for its hedonism during a period of
national poverty—as well as devotional votive statues created by elites in ancient
Babylon to curry favour with gods. The common theme is how the intoxicating
draw of luxury can override sound judgment—an ever-relevant issue.

SCARBOROUGH

Shary Boyle, Scarborough, 2021,
Courtesy the artist.

Shary Boyle, Scarborough (detail), 2021,
Courtesy the artist.

This self-portrait reveals how growing up in the Toronto suburb of Scarborough
profoundly shaped Boyle’s identity. The tough, working-class neighbourhood
was home to strip malls and housing towers, but it’s also the location of the
Scarborough Bluffs, magnificent white cliffs rising from the shoreline of Lake
Ontario that Boyle often roamed. This sculpture pays homage to Scarborough,
with its souvenir coin embedded in the tree branch the figure is carrying and
native plants carved into its wooden base. A pack of cigarettes and squashed
beer can represent the town’s working-class culture. Using terracotta, known
as the people’s clay, Boyle modelled her self-portrait after a Hummel figurine,
a kitschy Second World War collectible. The head, however, is made of
white porcelain, and bears monstrous features—such as wings and long,
pointed ears—borrowed from illuminated medieval manuscripts, alluding to
Christianity’s “scorn of women and fear of Otherness,” as Boyle writes.

Share this newsletter with friends who love Canada’s art,
or invite them to sign up here for our weekly dispatch.

THE PROCESSION

Shary Boyle, The Procession, 2021, Courtesy the artist.

Described by Miller as “a history painting for the present,” The Procession,
2021, brings together fourteen small figures in a celebration of the spirit of
collective gathering. The work references recent activist movements for
social justice—for instance, a toppled, decapitated statue recalls the fate of a
monument to Sir John A. Macdonald (Canada’s first prime minister, and the man
largely responsible for establishing the residential school system) felled during
August 2020 protests against police brutality in Montreal. The Procession invites
us to reflect on what brings us together. As the artist notes, “grief, outrage, and
justice are not the only bonds between people. There is, and there must be, the
shared purpose of joy….Joy and grief can’t be divided: vitality defies threat. It is
the spirit of life to gather and commune, and our greatest strength
as empowered people.”

MISOGYNY + MISANTHROPY

Shary Boyle, Misogyny + Misanthropy, 2018, Courtesy the artist.

In this painting, Boyle explores the deep historical roots of the misogyny and
misanthropy that subconsciously influence our perceptions of each other.
Bare hands are shown with fingertips inserted into two spheres decorated with
abstracted shapes. Even with just these stripped-down elements visible, we can
construct a narrative of what is happening—one that includes expressions
of gender, emotion, and relationships. This is the magic of puppeteering,
a central theme of Boyle’s exhibition. Humans are biologically programmed
to see faces in everyday objects and socially conditioned to perceive others
through unconscious cultural and personal assumptions. The long fingernails
of one hand are painted with images of monsters from medieval manuscripts—
a reminder that the tendency to create demons out of the perceived Other
is written into society’s very foundation.

JUDY

Shary Boyle, Judy (detail), 2021, Courtesy the artist.

Behind the scenes of every play is a stagehand, dressed in black in order
to disappear into the background as she arranges the set pieces. And behind
many achievements throughout history are women, rendered nearly invisible
by virtue of not being allowed to vote, work outside the home, or have bodily
autonomy. This animatronic sculpture represents those hidden women, and the
name is borrowed from that of a dressmaker’s mannequin and that of the abused
wife in the Punch and Judy puppet show. In her four hands she operates
puppets signifying female archetypes: the Activist, the Old Wife,
the Witch, and the Worrier.

WHITE ELEPHANT

Shary Boyle, views of White Elephant, 2021, commissioned by CAFKA
(Contemporary Art Forum Kitchener + Area).

Boyle tackles the subject of white supremacy with this animatronic sculpture,
whose head violently spins around like possessed preteen Regan MacNeil in the
1973 horror film The Exorcist. With outsized limbs and a prim, white, cable-knit
sweater that connotes wealth and purity, the eighteen-foot-long figure looms
large. This artwork addresses how whiteness simultaneously goes unnoticed yet
takes up so much space, and how that reality can be terrifying and confounding,
making our heads spin. Boyle herself is a white woman and her intention in
creating this work is to evoke difficult conversations about the harm caused by
the group she belongs to, rather than perpetuating the
problem by looking the other way.

BAPTISTE KILLS HIS FATHER

Shary Boyle, Baptiste Kills His Father, 2018, Courtesy the artist.

This painting of a murder reflects on the Greek myth of Oedipus and its
consideration of “the role of destiny and the individual in a harsh universe,”
according to Boyle. In billowing white silks, an androgynous figure dressed
as Pierrot—a stock character of old French pantomime and Italian commedia
dell’arte—plunges a knife into the side of a small, bearded man. Boyle is a
cinephile, and in this scene she references one of her favourite French films,
Marcel Carné’s Children of Paradise (1945). In the film, the mute, naive Baptiste,
held in contempt by his brutal father, writes a mime in which he acts out
the Greek myth of Oedipus, where a tragic hero kills his father and marries
his mother. In this work of wish fulfillment, Boyle distorts the characters’
proportions, making the avenging gentle soul much bigger
than the abusive patriarch.

OUTSIDE THE PALACE OF ME:
SHARY BOYLE

Interior of Outside the Palace of Me by Shary Boyle (Art Canada Institute, 2021).

Explore other compelling works by Shary Boyle in the Art Canada Institute’s
specially designed artist’s book Outside the Palace of Me. Richly illustrated with
more than 150 full colour images, the publication offers insights into Boyle’s
artistic practice in the form of a thought-provoking essay by Sequoia Miller,
Chief Curator, Gardiner Museum; a dialogue between Boyle and Crystal Mowry,
Director of Programs, MacKenzie Art Gallery; and a visual index of the artist’s
extensive photographic and art historical references, featuring ten original
texts by Boyle about key works in this exhibition.
Purchase a Copy
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